PROPHESY
1 GOD's latest message the Law-Giver Manifest
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The New-Age is evolving
Planet Earth 1GOD's favorite Creation has been
ravaged by human made pollution & environmental
vandalism, greed, corruption, cults, immorality & Evil.
1GOD will cleans Planet Earth using natural forces as
tools. Cleansing began at '1.1.1.0'* (2004)

Life on Planet Earth as we know it will cease
life on Earth will be totally different.

The 'Law-Giver Manifest' will be our Guide.
Since year 0 (2004) the melting of Glaciers & Northern
& Southern Poles Ice is speeding up. This will lead
(eventually) to huge chunks of Ice to break loose &
drift away on both Poles unbalancing Planet Earth.
This will make the planet wobble severely over a 3 day period.
Resulting in a sharp movement & realignment of Earth's North
South Pole Axis. The Axis will settle in a different configuration
there will be new Poles.
The sharp realignment of the Axis leads to a short-term gravity
change for Planet Earth, resulting in a new orbit of the Moon.
Satellites & the Space-station will alter their orbits. The Ocean
currents will change.
The Earth-Plates will move. Earthquakes will create tidal
-waves & make Volcanoes erupt. Low-lying Coastal areas
will be covered by the Sea.
After ~ Life-forms will disappear. Eventually mutated evolutionary
new life-forms will appear. HUMANKIND will be reduced by a 1/3!
Human created Nuclear-Power Stations will
leak poisoning soil, water & air ~ Toxic-Dumps
will leak poisoning soil, water & air ~
Tall buildings & bridges will collapse ~
Tunnels near water will flood ~
Ruptured Gas lines will start fires ~ Dams will break
& flood surrounding areas ~ Oil-Rigs will pollute the
Oceans ~ Leaking Oil Storage & pipelines will pollute
soil & water or burn polluting air.

The destroyed infra-structure & pollution will
lead to food & water shortage ~ Civilizations
will disintegrate resulting in looting, raping,
brutalization & killing ~ Financial-Markets will
collapse & Capitalism will go bankrupt.
The worlds oldest & most Evil Terrorist's (Israelites) will be caged
& cease to exist. Christianity in general & English speaking
Christians in particular will suffer the most. Also countries that
embrace English speaking Christian culture & Capitalism will
suffer as well. Christianity (false messiah cult) will be reduced to
insignificant pagan cults. Light of the Desert cult (Islam) will fade into
the dust of history.
The multi-idols cult (Hinduism) will be seen as not suitable for the New-Age.
Survivors of the cleansing of Earth by 1GOD will have:
"The Law-Giver Manifest as Guide".
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* Custodian-Guardian New-Age time-management

Law-Giver
Manifest
The Law-Giver Manifest (L-G M)is 1GOD's latest message making
all previous messages obsolete.

